
IT SERVICES  

SOFTWARE    
DEVELOPMENT 

 

Domco Technology seeks to develop 

software solutions for our client’s 

problems. 

Domco offers a comprehensive suite 

of online business solution               

applications. Customers use this 

technology to track their employees, 

manage projects, and be more           

productive while at the office or on 

the go, without having to worry 

about expensive or outdated                 

software. We provide a complete 

software implementation process, 

starting with design and develop-

ment, quality assurance testing,            

deployment, up to further software 

upgrades and enhancements. We 

also provide technical support both 

remotely and at-home. With years of 

experience in multiple fields of   

technology, no problem is              

unsolvable for our                          

Domco Technology 

Address:  
8024 Glenwood Ave. Suite 112 

Raleigh, NC, 27612 
 

Phone: (888) 747-3388 
Fax: (888) 218-3488 

E-mail: Info@domco.us 

 IT Consulting, Network       

Engineering and Managed 

IT services for small and        

mid-sized companies. 

WE BELIEVE IN 

KEEPING                

PROMISES. 

As with any good investment, your      

software should continue to grow,     

meeting the ever changing needs of    

your business. 

Our Software Maintenance Policy is our 

commitment to accommodating the      

rapidly changing business environment 

and reflects our continual consideration to 

the trends and economic realities that      

Impact your daily operations. Unlike other 

companies which charge for major     

product upgrades, we do not. Through 

our Software Maintenance policy we are 

committed to enhancing and developing 

applications that best suit the long term 

technology needs of our clients. 



IT Consulting 

The world of IT is fast paced, constantly 

changing and can leave someone      

feeling frustrated and confused.  Domco 

can assist your company with assessing 

it’s needs and help to ensure your    

technical infrastructure and enhance 

your productivity.  You may already 

have a good idea what you want from 

your company’s Technological           

capabilities. 

Managed IT 

We manage and maintain our client’s 
computers,    networks and other      

components of their IT    infrastructure 
so that they are always secure, up-to-
date and functioning properly. We en-
sure that our customers data has been 

recently backed up and is stored in 
multiple locations so that it will always 
be  preserved in the event of a system 
failure or any sort of catastrophic event.  

Networking 

Our experienced team will design,     

implement and monitor your network. 

We go the extra mile to ensure that your 

network is safe, secure and never goes 

down. We also offer wiring                      

Infrastructure for new construction or 

existing offices, including fiber optics 

moving your business including                

complete relocation of your entire             

network, servers, printers and work-

stations as we coordinate your move. 


